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It is of upmost importance that you attend and notify your colleagues… 
United we Stand 



	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

 

THE STORY 
SO FAR… 

 
RMT via branch meetings, regional meetings and the 

national executive supported the motion that RMT 
Service Control enter into dispute with London 

Underground over the mistreatment of Service Control 
Staff.. 

 

 

 

Motion for Service Control to enter into dispute with 
London Underground for the following: 

 
RMT Service Control in London Underground is currently in dispute for all the 
following matters in which LU management have outright treated all service 
control staff and reps with contempt, broken written agreements, threaten to 
take away their jobs, underpaid staff, unfairly treated ex apprentices, refused 
to bring forward a meaningful bonus for the Olympics, have understaffed 
control centre’s and lines, ignored re-grading requests and have broken the 
negotiation machinery with RMT union. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
- Hammersmith Service Control Centre – Wholesale Job Losses 

 
Over 160 to 200 Jobs will be cut from Service Control when Hammersmith 
SSC opens, this includes Service Operators, Service Controller, SCACs and 
Service Managers from across the network. LU continues to give no 
guarantees to staff for career income protection, job protection or preference 
to follow their role in other control rooms. Staff will be redeployed to lower 
paid jobs, if any; have no preference or control of their future work location or 
future working patterns. Management continue to claim they can't settle this 
matter as they don't know how many staff will be required for the new control 
room even though fire regulations already state it can only house a maximum 
of 100 service control staff and LU has a budgeting plan for the new control 
centre. 
 
 
 
- Service Operator 3 Rate of Pay 

 
It is stated in the Professional Service Control Agreement 2005 that all 
Reserve Service Operators on LU will receive the salary grade of SO3 
(Service Operator Level 3). However LU management has treated this 
agreement with contempt, and only been paying service operators with either 
SO1 or SO2 salary and SO3 salary at their own discretion depending on the 
service operators performance or how quickly the manager decides they want 
to progress them. LU claim this is from a 'non existent' local agreement in 
2006. LU continue to refuse to adjust currently being underpaid members of 
staff salary and still refuse to backdate the pay for formally underpaid 
members of staff. 
 
 
 
- Treatment of Secondee Service Operators 

 
London Underground has recruited several ex apprentices as Service 
Operators but only on a secondment basis which LU have now kept rolling for 
several years. They have kept them under a performance based 
secondments to make staff fear for their rights and have advised them not to 
apply for any other roles in LU. LU still refuse to give them permanent 
contracts, LU refuse to give them permanent roles where vacancies have 
become available in Service Control, LU refuse to increase the amount of 
permanent staff on the Service Operator Reserve listing even though these 
seconded staff are utilized for work 95% of the time on the reserve listing 
which proves LU have the means and resources to provide them with 
permanent roles and need them. However LU is creating a fear based, short 
term rolling contract only workforce. These ex apprentices have now been 
jumped by apprentice groups below them who now have permanent 
supervisor roles where as these ex apprentices are expected to return to 
Station Assistant roles even though their initial contracts stated possibility of 
permanency. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
- Potential staffing cuts for Service Control at Neasden SCC (Jubilee) 

 
Neasden SCC staffing levels are facing the potential of being cut from 27 to 
18 with the introduction of TBTC and LU’s operational effectiveness 
programme. TBTC has proven to be increasing workloads of staff at Neasden, 
with them experiencing work related stress and further work related errors 
because of the increased areas and roles of responsibility and its unreliability. 
However LU wants to look into cutting Service Control staff with the 
introduction of TBTC and LU is further unfairly disciplining staff due to errors 
at Neasden SCC, even though these errors are LU’s doing introducing an 
unreliable TBTC system. As a final insult LU has sent Drug & Alcohol testing 
teams to test all staff after asset failure incidents blaming it on the staff without 
LU fully understanding the incident. 
 
 
 
- Olympic payments for Service Control 

 
LU management have refused to offer any meaningful payments or bonus to 
Service Control for the Olympic period. It has been presumed by LU 
Management that Service Control will take on the responsibility of carrying 
hundreds of thousands extra people everyday, get them to and from the 
games safely and run a third peak through out the night and manage all 
staffing for this period purely on overtime when no meaningful bonus or 
payment has been made by LU towards its staff. Staff traveling times and 
workloads will be increased for every single member of Service Control and 
management refuse to recognise this and make a payment in return. 
 
 
 
- Hammersmith Signal Cabin Grading 

 
LU management implemented a new extended circle line service 13 
December 2009, Service Control staff were not consulted on this properly and 
this has as such lead to a doubling of work load for staff at Hammersmith 
Signal Cabin; without a remit in pay or working conditions to compensate. 
Local reps have consistently raised this item locally which LU management 
ignored for over a year before finally referring to a functional level. Functional 
level management has now once again ignored this item, refusing to add it to 
agendas while staff in this Signal Cabin have been underpaid for their work 
and have had to endure continued work related stress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
- Breakdown of machinery between unions and management, being 
treated in contempt. 
 
At all levels of working with Trade Unions in Service Control LU management 
have been un-helpful, have refused to take responsibility or act upon issues 
raised which has lead to a breakdown of the machinery. At local levels 
management have refused to take action or responsibility for items and 
consistently the only option for local reps has been to raise them to a 
functional level. There have even been cases of items being outright ignored 
by management and refusals to refer. Once and if referred LU functional level 
management have removed items from agendas, haven't processed them 
and don't respond or refuses to comment on them. Items on agendas have 
been disregarded by LU management at functional levels with LU refusing to 
provide documents to reps regarding them claiming the reps wouldn't 
understand. Functional level management have also refused to take 
responsibility for items claiming they don't have the authority to make 
necessary decisions. 
 
 

 
LU THEN 
REPLIED 
WITH… 





 
 



RMT are now discussing this letter from LU and 
have the following view.. 

On the subject of Gerry Duffys response to Bob Crows letter we are 
both amused and amazed at the suggestion that talks are progressing 
well at the JWP, firstly LUL tried to wind this forum up last year to staff 
sides amazement, they refuse prelim and feedback days , call meetings 
at the last minute meaning some staff cannot attend due to release 
issues, do not record accurate minutes, at one point insisting notes 
need not be taken, do not take into account staff sides opinion and 
basically unveil HR plans without consultation. 
  
1. Hammersmith SCC staff have still not been given projected staffing 

levels or the number of job losses. HR are pushing ahead with 1 to 1 
interviews against the wishes of staff side. 

 
2. Staff side have given LUL proof of SO3 rates and they have refused 

to implement agreements. 
 
3. One former apprentice is still a station assistant and HR have 

refused to bring him back into service control although vacancies 
exist. 

 
4. Rumours persist that staffing levels will be reduced at Neasden once 

TBTC beds in, management will not confirm future figures in writing. 
 
5. The Olympic deal is not acceptable; the three-day talks consisted of 

basically 10 minutes in a room to be presented with a ridiculous 
suggestion that overtime becomes compulsory on rest days. 

 
6. The grading of Hammersmith Signal Cabin has never been 

discussed, LU have always informed staff side of decisions already 
made, and even now we do not know the structure these are made 
on. LU claim the machinery was not followed, this is not the case, 
the item was officially raised at Level 1 over a year ago and the SCM 
of the time completely ignored it for over a year and wouldn't refer it 
to functional, comment or reply to messages. 

 
RMT are also arranging adding this to the dispute file: 

Baker St SCL1 Rate of Pay 
Baker St SCC raised a collective grievance regarding their rate of pay. 
SCL1s are on a banded grade, but most of them never get PRP. Staff 
coming into Baker Street SCC from the SO4 grade get a 2.5% pay rise, 
placing them at the top of thepayband and ahead of people that have 
been in the room for 10+ years. 

Baker SCC requested a spot rate equivalent to the top of their band in 
their grievance, it went to Director's Appeal, but was denied. 



Please look at the following LU documents 
and see what you think..! 

SO3  RATE OF PAY AGREEMENT

 



LU SSR OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

  
 



LU SSR OPERATIONAL CONCEPT  

 
 

 

NEXT MEETING:  
 

Wednesday 18 th April  
12.00 

 

Conference Room 1, RMT Headquarters, Unity House 

IT IS OF UPMOST IMPORTANCE THAT YOU ATTEND 


